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This book is for intermediate iOS developers who already know the basics of iOS and Swift development but want to know how to use Core Data to store data in their apps. Start with basics such as setting up your own core Data Stack anyway for advanced topics such as migration, productivity,
thousands and more! In this section you have a few things you need to know before you get started, such as what you need for hardware and software, where to find project files for this book, and more. Book Source Code and Forums Free II Your First Basic Data App Free You Hit the FileNew Project
and Write the Core Data app from scratch! This chapter looks at the basics of setting up the data model and then adding and extracting records. 1 NSManagedObject Subclasses NSManagedObject is a basic storage class for your Core Data graphs. In this chapter, you'll teach you how to set up your own
managed object subclasses to store and verify your data. 2 The main data stack under the hood, the basic data consists of many parts working together. In this chapter, you'll learn how these parts fit into each other, and move away from the Xcode start-up template to create your own customizable
system. 3 Intermediate Getting Your Apps will get data all the time, and Core Data offers a variety of options for getting data for you effectively. This chapter covers more advanced requests for receipt, predicates, sorting, and asynchronous extraction. 4 NSFetchedResultsController table views are at the
heart of many iOS apps, and Apple wants Core Data to play well with them! In this chapter, you'll learn how NSFetchedResultsController can save time and code when table views are backed up by data from key data. 5 Version and Migration As the application is updated and improved, its data model will
almost certainly have to change. In this chapter, you'll learn how to create multiple versions of the data model and then move users forward so they can save their existing data when they upgrade. 6 Unit Testing Testing is an important part of the development process and you should not leave basic data
from these tests! In this chapter, you'll learn how to create a separate test environment for basic data, and see examples of model testing. 7 Measuring and improving performance No one has ever complained that the app was too fast, so it's important to be vigilant about tracking performance. In this
chapter, you'll learn how to measure your app's performance with a variety of Xcode tools, and then pick up some tips for dealing with slow spots in the code. 8 Contexts of multiple managed objects In this chapter, you'll expand the usual stack of basic data to include multiple contexts of managed objects.
You'll learn how it can boost performance and make the application architecture less monolithic and more disconnected. 9 NSPersistentCloudKitContainer This chapter shows you how to use the new NSPersistentCloudKitContainer to make your Core Data app synced across all users 10 This book is for
iOS developers who already know the basics of iOS and Swift and want to know the basics. Create aCore Data NSManagedObject Subclasses The Core Data Stack Intermediate Fetching NSFetchedResultsController Versioning and Migration Unit Tests Measuring and Performance of Several Managed
Objects Contexts Basic Data and CloudKit About Author ---------------- The Training Team is a group of app developers and authors who write tutorials on the popular raywenderlich.com website. We are proud that every textbook we write has the highest quality standards. We want our tutorials to be well
written, easy to follow, and fun. If you have enjoyed the tutorials we have written in the past, you are in for a treat. The tutorials we've written for this book are some of our best yet - and this book contains detailed technical knowledge that you just won't be able to find anywhere else. Read more
(javascript:void (0) ) Show more basic data on tutorials Basic data on tutorials Fourth edition update for Swift 5 and iOS 13 Aaron Douglas, Saul Mora, Matthew Mori and Pietro Rea Copyright ©2019 Razeware Ltd. Download the book: Highlights of the Fifth Edition textbooks, this is Ray Wenderlich's new
book. I recently bought all the books from Ray Wenderlich. As you can see in the image above. Which includes basic data on the textbooks Fifth Edition of iOS 13 and Swift 5 And now I want to pass it to you for $60 for a bundle of 10 books, all books are the latest version that supports the fast 5 and full
source code. I'll go it for you for $60 includes PDF, EPUB and full source code you can download on Google Drive. When any book has a new version, I'll get it for you to list a bundle of 10 books: The Beginning of iOS and Swift: 1, iOS 11 by Tutorials Ray Wenderlich 2, Swift Apprentice 3, Ios Apprentice
4, Tvos Apprentice 5, WatchOs on textbooks 6, Basics on textbooks 7, ios Animations on textbooks 8, 2D Apple Games On textbooks 9, 3D Apple Games On textbooks 10, Design templates by tutorials Please contact me by email: truonghang0207@gmail.com. Introduction What is basic data? You will
hear different answers to this question: It's a database! It's S'Lite! It's not a database! And so on. Here's the technical answer: Core Data is the subject of graphics management and retention framework in OS X and iOS SDKs. This means that Core Data can store and receive data, but it's not a relational
database like MyS'L or S'Lite. Although it can use S'Lite as a behind-the-scenes storage, you don't think of Core Data in terms of tables and rows and key keys. Imagine that you are writing an app to keep track of dining habits. You have a diverse set of objects: restaurant objects, each with properties
such as name and address; Categories, for the organization of restaurants; and visits to enter every visit to the restaurant. The schedule of objects in May look like this: Basic data from the textbooks of the third edition of object graph management means that Core Data works with objects that you you for
example, in the chart above. For example, each restaurant (represented by a red bubble) will have a property pointing to a category object. He will also have property holding a visiting list. Because Cocoa is an object-oriented structure, you probably already store data in objects. Core Data is based on
this to track objects and their relationships with each other. You can imagine extending the schedule to include what the user ordered, ratings and so on. Perseverance means that data is stored somewhere durable, such as a flash memory device or cloud. You point to the entire schedule and just say
save. When the app starts, you just talk to download, and the entire graph of objects pops up in your memory again, ready to use. This is the basic data at work! Maybe your users are eating many and thousands of restaurant visits - rest assured Core Data is smart about lazily downloading objects and
caching to optimize the use of memory and speed. Core Data has many other features besides simple data storage and retrieval: You can perform custom filtering with predicates, sort the data and calculate statistics. You'll learn all about these features and more in this book. What's in store Here's a short
summary of what you'll find in each chapter: Chapter 1, your first basic Data App: You Hit the FileNew Project and write the Core Data app from scratch! This chapter looks at the basics of setting up the data model and then adding and extracting records. Chapter 2, NSManagedObject Subclasses:
NSManagedObject is a basic storage class for your Core Data graphs. In this chapter, you'll teach you how to set up your own managed object subclasses to store and verify your data. 3. Chapter 3, Main Data Stack: Under the Hood, Basic Data consists of many parts working together. In this chapter,
you'll learn how these parts fit into each other, and move away from the Xcode start-up template to create your own customizable system. 4. Chapter 4, Intermediate Extract: Your applications will receive data all the time, and Core Data offers many options for getting data for you effectively. This chapter
covers more advanced requests for receipt, predicates, sorting, and asynchronous extraction. 5. Chapter 5, NSFetchedResultsController: Table View is at the heart of many iOS apps, and Apple wants Core Data to play well with them! In this chapter, you'll learn how NSFetchedResultsController can save
time and code when table views are backed up by data from key data. Chapter 6, Version and Migration: As the application is updated and improved, its data model will almost certainly have to change. In this chapter, you'll learn how to create multiple versions of the data model and then move users
forward so they can save their existing data when they upgrade. 7. 7, Unit Tests: Testing is an important part of the development process, and you should not leave basic data from these tests! In this chapter, you'll learn how to set up test environment for core Data and examples of model testing. 8.
Chapter 8, Measuring and Improving Performance: No one has ever complained that the app was too fast, so it's important to be vigilant about tracking performance. In this chapter, you'll learn how to measure your app's performance with a variety of Xcode tools, and then pick up some tips for dealing
with slow spots in the code. Chapter 9, Contexts of Multiple Managed Objects: In this final chapter, you'll expand the usual stack of basic data to include multiple contexts of managed objects. You'll learn how this can improve perceived performance and make the application architecture less monolithic
and more disconnected. Compartmentalized.
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